#Scamdemic "Reset" Fulfills Protocols of Zion
By Henry Mokow. 31 August 2020
"There remains a small space to cross before all states of Europe will be locked in the coils
of the symbolic snake, by which we symbolize our people, as in a powerful vice."
The Protocols of Zion: Introduction and Synopsis
"IT IS INDISPENSABLE TO... UTTERLY EXHAUST HUMANITY WITH
DISSENSION, HATRED, STRUGGLE, ENVY, AND EVEN BY THE INOCULATION OF
DISEASES, BY WANT, SO THAT THE "GOYIM" SEE NO OTHER ISSUE THAN OUR
COMPLETE SOVEREIGNTY IN MONEY AND IN ALL ELSE." Protocols of Zion, 10-19

The Protocols of Zion are required reading for anyone who wishes to understand the world in
which we live. They exhibit a pathological hatred for non-Jews, and a desire to undermine
and exploit them. The Protocols were part of an "initiation" for 33 degrees Masonic Jews.
Most Jews are unaware of this agenda and therefore are easily manipulated. "Anti-Semitism
is indispensable to us in the management of our lesser brethren." (9)
Many people think "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" is "hate literature" and fraud.
Nobel Prize winner Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote that the book exhibits "the mind of a
genius." Pretty good for a hoax, wouldn't you say?
Solzhenitsyn said it exhibits "great strength of thought and insight... Its design... (increasing
freedom and liberalism, which is terminated in social cataclysm)...is well above the abilities
of an ordinary mind... It is more complicated than a nuclear bomb."
I believe the Protocols are genuine. They are lectures addressed to Jewish Freemasons
(probably at the Mizraim Lodge in Paris) detailing an incredible plan to overthrow Western
Civilization, subjugate mankind, and concentrate "all the wealth of the world... in our hands."
They were given as a regular series of workshops to these Masons in Paris. The author
describes them as an "exposition of our programme" and often begins by saying, "Today we
will discuss..."
Those who think the Protocols were delivered at the First Zionist Congress in Basel in 1897
are sadly mistaken. This is not information that the average Jew was privy to. There were
over 200 delegates at that conference along with 26 members of the press.
Rabbi Ehrenpreis, (1869-1951) the Chief Rabbi of Sweden from 1910-1951, reportedly wrote
in 1924: "Long have I been well acquainted with the contents of the Protocols, indeed for
many years before they were ever published in the Christian press. The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion were in point of fact not the original Protocols at all, but a compressed extract
of the same. Of the 70 Elders of Zion, in the matter of origin and of the existence of the

original Protocols, there are only ten men in the entire world who know." (Quoted without
source online in "1001 Quotations About Jews.")
This "compressed extract" is confirmed by the widespread use of ellipsis--indicating words
have been left out. Researchers have speculated that Adam Weishaupt, Theodore Herzl or
Asher Ginzberg penned the Protocols. At first, I thought it was Meyer Amschel Rothschild
(1744-1844) himself. Later I thought it might be Lionel Nathan Rothschild (1809- 1879) or
James de Rothschild (1792-1868) or Adolphe Cremieux (1796-1880.) It's hard to pinpoint
because I think this document was revised by different hands.
Protocols 20-23, the "financial programme... the crowning and the decisive point of our
plans" is the reason I think the author was a banker and probably a Rothschild. These lectures
require detailed knowledge of finance and profound psychological insight. Moreover, the
author states that all power ultimately will reside in the "King of the Jews," which is how the
Rothschilds were known. As you read this, it will be evident that much of this programme has
taken effect.
SYNOPSIS
Protocol One Refers to the plan as "our system." Says men are governed "by force": "By the
law of nature right lies in might." Most men are willing to betray their fellow man for profit.
(The "end justifies the means" is the Communist motto.) The promise of "freedom" (i.e.
liberalism, reform, revolution) is used to take power from the Old Order (monarch, landed
aristocracy, church, army) and transfer it to our hands, the power of "Gold" and the despotism
of Capital which is entirely in our hands."
The State is dependent on us, or it "goes to the bottom." If the state can be ruthless in
subjecting an external foe, surely an "internal foe" i.e. Masonic Jews, who are "the destroyer
of society and the Commonweal" are justified in using any form of subterfuge. Morality is an
obstacle to successful conquest and liability to any political leadership.
The goal is to "scatter to the winds all existing forces for order and regulation" and to become
the "sovereign lord" of those so stupid as to lay down their powers and fall for liberal
entreaties. Their power is "more invincible" by virtue of "remaining invisible" until
insurmountable. This is a "strategic plan from which we cannot deviate" or risk "seeing the
labour of many centuries brought to naught."

"Our countersign is--Force and Make-believe" i.e. deception. The writer emphasizes that the
goal is to "seize the property of others" and "bring all governments into subjection to our
super-government."
The words "Liberty, Fraternity, Equality" were "baits" the Masonic Jews used "from ancient
times" to overthrow "the genealogical aristocracy of the goyim" which was the peoples' only
defence. It will be replaced by the "aristocracy of money."
Throughout history, they have played upon the greed, lust and vanity of men to ensnare their
agents. In other words, "democracy" is a perfect instrument for their covert control. Monarchs

were much harder to subvert. Democracy, the "replacing of representatives of the people" has
"placed them at our disposal" and "given us the power of appointment."
Protocol Two: "Wars as far as possible should not result in any territorial gains," but should
demonstrate to both sides their dependence on "our international agentur" [i.e. agents] which
"possess millions of eyes ever on the watch and unhampered by any limitations whatsoever."
This implies they control the outcome of wars and have millions of spies (Masons, Jews?)
"Our international right will then wipe out national rights..." as the civil law of states rules
their subjects. Gentile leaders ("administrators") will be chosen for their strict obedience and
will be run by "advisors." The goyim "can amuse themselves until the hour strikes..."

We have implanted the false doctrines "by means of our press arousing blind confidence in
these theories." "Think carefully of the successes we arranged for Darwinism, Marxism,
Nietzchism. To us Jews, at any rate, it should be plain to see what a disintegrating effect
these directives have had upon the minds of the goyim."

The Press has fallen into our hands. It fashions the thought of the people. Its role is to express
and create discontent. Thanks to the Press, we have the Gold in our hands though we
sacrificed many of our people. Each... in the sight of God is worth "a thousand goyim."

Protocol Three: "We have made a gulf between the far-seeing Sovereign Power and the
blind force of the people so that both have lost all meaning, for like the blind man and his
stick, both are powerless apart."
"Of States we have made gladiatorial arenas where a host of confused issues contend...." "We
appear on the scene as the alleged saviours of the worker... and we suggest that he should
enter the ranks of our fighting forces--Socialists, Anarchists, Communists-- to which we
always give support in accordance with an alleged brotherly rule (of the solidarity of all

humanity) of our social masonry. The aristocracy... was interested in seeing the workers were
well fed, healthy and strong. We are interested in just the opposite--in the diminution, the
killing out of the goyim."
Protocol Four:"Who and what is in a position to overthrow an invisible force? And this is
precisely what our force is. Gentile masonry blindly serves as a screen for us and our objects
but the plan of action of our force, even its abiding place, remains for the whole people an
unknown mystery." Freedom would be possible if it rested "upon the foundation of faith in
God, upon the brotherhood of humanity, unconnected with the conception of equality, which
is negated by the very laws of creation..." "This is the reason why it is indispensable for us to
undermine all faith, to tear out of the minds of the goyim the very principle of Godhead and
the spirit, and to put in its place ...material needs." Goyim must have no time to think but
rather must be diverted to industry and trade.
"All nations will be swallowed up in the pursuit of gain and in the race for it, will not take
note of their common foe." We must put industry on a "speculative basis" so wealth will pass
to our classes. The rat race will create, no has already created "disenchanted, cold and
heartless communities." This materialism will allow us to direct the lower classes of the
goyim against our rivals for power "the privileged and... the intellectuals of the goyim."

Related - Protocols "Forgery" Argument is Flawed
---------------- Maurice Joly Plagiarized Protocols (and not vice-versa)

Protocols 5-11- The Slaughter of the Lambs
July 10, 2017
"The goyim are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves. And you know what happens when
the wolves get hold of the flock?"
Tyranny in Place.
The evidence is everywhere.
Globalism is their "Super State."
But it is forbidden to mention the Protocols
in polite company.

This is Part Two in a Synopsis of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Introduction and
Part One are here. This is required reading for anyone who wishes to understand the world
in which we live. The Protocols exhibit a pathological hatred for non-Jews, and a desire to
undermine and exploit them. The Protocols, which dates from 1903, were part of an
"initiation" for 33 degree Masonic Jews. Most Jews are unaware of this agenda and therefore
are easily manipulated. "Anti-Semitism is indispensable to us in the management of our
lesser brethren." (Protocol 9)

Protocols Five - Stranglehold on personal freedom as in Communist states
The author states that despotism is necessary for the world he is creating, one "where the
feelings toward faith and community are obliterated by cosmopolitan convictions."
The following is the rationale behind communism and the war on terror. "We shall create an
intensified centralization of government in order to grip in our hands all the forces of the
community. We shall regulate mechanically all the actions of the political life of our subjects
with new laws. These laws will withdraw one-by-one all the indulgences and liberties which
have been permitted by the goyim, and our kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of
such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to wipe
out any goyim who oppose us by word or deed."

The union of the goyim might have thwarted the Illuminati but "We have set one against
another the personal and national reckonings of the goyim, religious and race hatreds,
which we have fostered into a huge growth in the course of the past twenty centuries....
We are too strong. There is no evading our power. The nations cannot come to even an
inconsiderable private agreement without our secretly having a hand in it."
"It is through me that nations reign. And it was said by the prophets that we were chosen by
God Himself to rule over the whole earth... The wheels of the machinery of all States are
moved by the force of the engine which is in our hands, and that engine is ...Gold. ...Capital
..must be free to establish a monopoly of industry and trade: this is already being put in
execution by an unseen hand in all quarters of the world."
"The principal object of our directorate is... to debase the public mind... lead it away from
serious reflection calculated to arouse resistance; to distract the forces of the mind towards a
sham fight of empty eloquence." "We shall assume the liberal physiognomy of all parties, of
all directions, and we shall give that physiognomy a voice in orators who will speak so much
they will exhaust the patience of their hearers..."

Protocols 6 -- We love the proletariat so much we want all the goyim to join them.
We are creating "huge monopolies" upon which even the large fortunes of the goyim are
dependent so that "they will go to the bottom together with the credit of the states on the day
after the political smash..."
"In every possible way we must develop the significance of our Super Government by
representing it as the Protector and Benefactor of all those who voluntarily submit to us."
"We want industry to drain off from the land both labour and capital and by means of
speculation transfer into our hands all of the money of the world, and thereby throw all the
goyim into the ranks of the proletariat. Then the goyim will bow down before us, if for no
other reason but to get the right to exist."
Communism. "In order that the true meaning of things may not strike the goyim before the
proper time, we shall mask it under an alleged ardent desire to serve the working classes..."

Protocol 7 -- "We control the press" (and this was 115 years ago or more)
"The increase in police forces [is] essential... besides ourselves there should only be "the
masses of the proletariat, a few millionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers..."
"We must compel the government of the goyim" to fall in with our plan "already
approaching desired consummation" by requiring them to obey "public opinion" which we
control through that great power already in our hands, the Press.
"In a word, to sum up our system of keeping the government of the goyim in Europe in
check, we shall show our strength to one of them by terrorist attempts and to all, if we
allow the possibility of a general rising against us, we shall respond with the guns of America
or China or Japan."

Protocol 8 -- Use blackmailed frontmen.
"For a time until there will no longer be a risk of entrusting responsible posts in our States to
our brother-Jews, we shall put them in the hands of persons whose past and reputation are
such that... if they disobey our instructions, must face criminal charges or disappear--this in
order to make them defend our interests to their last gasp."
Protocol 9 -"De facto we have already wiped out every kind of rule except our own... Nowadays if
any States raise a protest against us it is only pro forma at our discretion, and by our
direction, for their anti-Semitism is indispensable to us in the management of our lesser
brethren."
"It is from us that the all-engulfing terror proceeds. We have in our service people of all
opinions, of all doctrines, restoring monarchists, demagogues, socialists, communists
and Utopian dreamers of all kinds. Each one of them is boring away at the last
remnants of authority, is striving to overthrow the all established forms of order... we
will not give them peace until [all states] openly acknowledge our international SuperGovernment, and with submissiveness."

"In order to carry on a contested [political] struggle, one must have money, and all the money
is in our hands." We have taken control of the "institutions of the goyim" using the "chaotic
licence of liberalism. We have got our hands into the administration of the law, into the
conduct of elections, into the press, into the liberty of the person, but principally into
education and training as being the corner-stones of a free existence."
"We have fooled, bemused and corrupted the youth of the goyim by rearing them in
principles and theories which are known to us to be false although it is by us that they have
been inculcated."
Protocol 10 -- "Destroy the family." "Exhaust humanity with discord and corruption."

"How indeed are the goyim to perceive the underlying meaning of things when their
representatives give the best of their energies to enjoying themselves?"
"By inculcating in all a sense of self importance, we shall destroy among the goyim the
importance of the family and its educational value and remove the possibility of individual
minds splitting off, for the mob, handled by us, will not let them come to the front nor even
give them a hearing; it is accustomed to listen to us only who pay it for obedience and
attention.

"In this way, we shall create a blind mighty force which will never be in a position to move in
any direction without the guidance of our agents... The people will submit to this regime
because it will know that upon these leaders will depend its earnings, gratification and the
receipt of all kinds of benefits."
"When we introduced into the State organism the poison of Liberalism its whole political
complexion underwent a change. States have been seized with a mortal illness--blood
poisoning. All that remains is to await the end of their death agony. Liberalism produced
Constitutional States which took the place of what was the only safeguard of the goyim,
namely Despotism....
Then it was that the era of republics became a possibility that could be realized; and then it
was that we replaced the ruler by a caricature of a government--by a president, taken from the
mob, from the midst of our puppet creatures, our slaves. This is the foundation of the mine
we have laid under the goy peoples."

)
"The recognition of our despot ...will come when the peoples, utterly wearied by the
irregularities and incompetence --a matter which we shall arrange for--of their rulers will
clamour, "Away with them and give us one king over all the earth who will unite us and
annihilate the causes of discords--frontiers, nationalities, religions, State debts--who will give
us peace and quiet which we cannot find under our rulers and representatives."
Thus we must utterly "exhaust humanity with dissension, hatred, struggle, envy and even to
use torture, starvation, the inoculation of disease and want, so that the goyim see no other
course open to them than to take refuge in our complete sovereignty in money and in all else.
But if we give the nations of the world a breathing space the moment we long for is hardly
likely ever to arrive."

Protocol 11 -- Freemasonry an instrument of Jewish domination.
"By these combinations, I mean the freedom of the Press, the right of association, freedom of
science, the voting principle, and many another that must disappear forever from the memory
of man..." "The goyim are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves. And you know what
happens when the wolves get hold of the flock?"

"...we shall keep promising them to give back all the liberties we have taken away as soon as
we have quelled the enemies of peace and tamed all parties... It is not worth while discussing
how long they will be kept waiting for the return of their liberties..." This program is
designed to gain for the Jews in an indirect way what isn't possible otherwise. This has been
the basis of our organization of "secret Masonry" a motive unsuspected by the "goy cattle"
attracted to the lodges. "God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of the dispersion,'
which has "now brought us to the threshold of sovereignty over all the world."
--Related - Globalism is Communism by Jon Rappoport

Protocols 12-15: Freemasonry Serves the Elders
July 11, 2017

"The goyim enter the lodges in the hope of getting a nibble from the public pie...These tigers
in appearance have the souls of sheep and the wind blows freely through their
heads." Protocol 15
The Protocols of Zion portray Freemasons as being under the thumb of
the Jews. But if you believe Voltaire's dictum that you cannot criticize your real master,
then why does Freemasonry fly under the radar, while we certainly can criticize the
Jews? I suspect Satanists - non Jew and Jew -- have united under the aegis of the
Illuminati, against the non-Zionist Jew and "goyim." Deserved or not, as in Nazi
Germany, the assimilated Jew is being set up as potential scapegoat.
This is Part Three in a Synopsis of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Introduction
and Part One are here. Part Two is here. This is required reading for anyone who
wishes to understand the world in which we live. The Protocols exhibit a pathological
hatred for non-Jews, and a desire to undermine and exploit them. The Protocols were
part of an "initiation" for 33 degree Masonic Jews. Most Jews are unaware of this
agenda and therefore are easily manipulated. "Anti-Semitism is indispensable to us in
the management of our lesser brethren." (Protocol 9)

Protocol 12 -- "The majority of the public have not the slightest idea what ends the
press really serves." [After our revolution] no one shall with impunity [question] the
infallibility of our government... among those making attacks upon us will also be organs
established by us, but they will attack... points that we have pre-determined to alter. Not a
single announcement will reach the public without our control."
"...We shall set up our own opposition [press] which... will present what looks like the very
antipothesis to us. Our real opponents at heart will accept this simulated opposition as their
own and will show us their cards." "We shall have a sure triumph over our opponents
since they will not have at their disposition organs of the press in which they can give
full and final expression of their views."

Protocol 13 -- "The need for daily bread forces the goyim to keep silence and be our humble
servants." "We further distract [the masses] with amusements, games... art, sport ...from
questions in which we should find ourselves compelled to oppose them. Growing more and
more unaccustomed to reflect and form any opinions of their own, people will begin to talk in
the same tones as we, because we alone shall be offering them new directions for thought... of
course through such persons as will not be suspected of solidarity with us." "Who will ever
suspect then that all these peoples were stage-managed by us according to a political
plan which no one has so much as guessed at in the course of many centuries?"
Protocol 14 -- "When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there be
any other religion than ours... We must therefore sweep away all other forms of belief." We
will also expose the folly of the goy governments' chase after "the fantastic schemes of social
blessings, [i.e. socialism, communism] never noticing that these schemes kept on producing a
worse and never a better state..."

"Our philosophers will discuss all the shortcomings of the various beliefs of the goyim. But
no one will ever bring under discussion our faith from its true point of view since this
will be fully learned by none save ours, who will never dare to betray its secrets." "Our
wise men trained to become leaders of the goyim, will compose [materials] which will be
used to influence the minds of the goyim, directing them towards such understanding and
forms of knowledge as have been determined by us."
Protocol 15 -- The goy Masons are totally manipulated.
After the revolution they will disband all secret societies but until then we will "create and
multiply free Masonic lodges" for there "we shall find our principal intelligence office and
means of influence... and tie together ...all revolutionary and liberal elements."
Thanks to Freemasonry: "The most secret political plots will be known to us and will fall
under our guiding hands on the very day of their conception. Among the members... will be
almost all the agents of international and national police, ...in a position to use their own
particular measures with the insubordinate but also to screen our activities [i.e. act on our
behalf without blame attaching to us] and provide pretexts for discontents etc. [i.e.
provocations]" Hence the role of police and intelligence agencies in our society. If there is a
plot against us "at the end will be no other than one of our most trusted servants."
The goy Masons are totally manipulated. "The goyim enter the lodges in the hope of getting a
nibble from the public pie." He disparages the goy Masons, "These tigers in appearance have
the souls of sheep and the wind blows freely through their heads." We have given them the
"hobbyhorse" of "collectivism" even though it violates the laws of nature.
"Isn't this proof the mind of goyim is undeveloped compared to our own? This it is, mainly,
which guarantees our success." The author talks about stopping at nothing no matter the
sacrifice. He cares nothing about the "seed of the goy cattle" but the sacrifice of Jews has
resulted in the betterment of the rest. We hasten the death of those who "hinder our affairs."

"We execute masons in such wise that none save the brotherhood can ever have a suspicion
of it, not even the victims themselves... they all die when required as if from a normal kind of
illness. Knowing this, even the brotherhood in its turn does not protest. By such methods we
have plucked out of the midst of masonry the very root of protest against our disposition."
(See "Rothschilds Murdered at Least Seven US Presidents.")

The superior intelligence of the Chosen People confirms that "nature herself has intended us
to guide and rule the world." Describes a paternalistic despotism based on the submission of
humanity to what is stronger. In relation to this power, the peoples of the world and even
their governments are "only children under age."
------Related- "The Aim of Freemasonry is the Triumph of Communism"
Note: Part 4 to come

